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Connection

As for the spa, connecting the Covana to the
proper power supply - 115 V in North America and
230 V in Europe - remains the buyer’s responsibility.
Connection of the Covana to the 110 V (230
V) power supply is not included. As manufacturers, we cannot supply a unique universal power
cable that would meet all the different requirements and would comply with the various standards throughout every region. We recommend
that the Covana electrical connection to the power
supply be carried out by a licensed electrician.
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Control Panel

The control panel comes with
a 25’ (7.62 m) cable already
connected to the motor compartment at the back of the
Covana. For ease of use in
winter, we suggest the control
panel be installed as close as
possible to your patio door. If the cable is not
long enough, an electrician can easily lenghten it.
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Connection to the 115 V
(230 V) power supply is
not included.

A 25’ (7.62 m)
control cable is included.

Positioning of the Covana
The structure of the Covana has cut-outs to
insert the spa steps. The Covana’s motor is
located on the opposite side of the steps,
as shown in the pictures below.
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Covana Dimensions

We suggest the Covana be placed on a base
with the following minimum dimensions:
10’ x 10’ (3 m x 3 m) or 12’ x 12’ (3.6 m x 3.6 m),
depending on the dimensions of the spa,
to allow enough room to walk around the
structure, and to insert the spa steps.
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Installation Surface

The Covana warranty only applies for perfectly
leveled surfaces. The Covana may be installed
on the following surfaces:
- Concrete
- Wood
- Asphalt
- Other solid, stable surfaces
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Rock Dust

No warranty will apply if the Covana is installed
on a rock dust surface.
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Recessed Installation,
or Installation in Confined Spaces

The Covana may be recessed into a wooden
patio structure, or installed in a confined
space. The retailer will usually charge an extra
fee for the labor costs involved because such
installations are more time-consuming.

In the case a recessed installation, it is essential
to leave a 2’ (61 cm) space on each of the 4
sides of the Covana for maintenance purposes
or for repairs. The warranty only covers the
repair costs of a standard installation.

We invite you to contact your authorized Covana dealer
if you have any questions or suggestions.

www.covana.com
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